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GREETINGS ALL
JOHN OF GOD EVENT IN NEW YORK
I have just returned from attending an event with John of God at the very beautiful Omega
Institute, two hours north of New York. It was superbly orchestrated and went wonderfully
well. As with the NZ events, people were blown away by it. When announced a few months
ago, it sold out within 2 weeks. Originally scheduled as a 3 day event, many people booked
for all the first three days. The fourth day was added later and attracted many first timers
who had missed the earlier bookings. Like in NZ the Entities worked their magic. The venue
itself was celebrating its 30 year anniversary as a venue for workshops and events for a range
of forward thinking people from Al Gore to Ram Dass and Deepak Chopra to Eckhart Tolle.
Being autumn, it turned on a show of autumn coloured leaves like you wouldn’t believe and
weather like NZ midsummer. Like the first NZ event, it also experienced “water problems”
with the main tank feeding the entire venue developing a leak. As with the NZ event the
organizers handled it seamlessly.
Many inquired as to when the next NZ event was going to take place having heard about the
last ones and wanting to attend the next one. I could only say “I don’t know although Medium
Joao and the Entities are still very keen to come”. Next year will hopefully be the turn of the
Australians, but this is still under negotiation. We will let you know when we have any news.

REVISION VIA PHOTOGRAPHS
The entities have given permission for those who have had surgeries, but cannot get to Brazil,
to do their revision by sending photographs. In the US the surgeries had to be called “spiritual
interventions” for legal reasons. The same applies to all of you who had surgeries/spiritual
interventions in NZ. The format is the same for sending photographs to go before the Entity.
You are also likely to be given herbs so be prepared to take them if you send photos for
revision. Please see the attached document or www.johnofgod.co.nz/misc/photos.html for
details on how to send photos. Also, mark photos “REVISION” as they will go through a
different line to the others. Please get photos to me by November 3 at the latest.

THE MOTHER CRYSTAL FOR NEW ZEALAND
As I write this, we are still waiting to find out if we now have the correct paperwork to allow
this crystal to leave Brazil. It has been an interesting exercise in trying to coordinate both
paperwork and transport, and I think we are almost there. Hopefully, we can get it on the
road when I return to Brazil in mid November with another group. The other two mother
crystals, earmarked for Australia and US, have also found their human guardians and,
hopefully, will also be starting their journeys to their new homes in the not too distant future.

CASA DE JOSE
There is not much to report on the progress of the Casa de Jose/House of Jose. As many of
you will have been experiencing, the past few months have been a time of “becalmed-ness”
or “stuck-ness”, without much insight into what the future holds in store. This has been quite
a generalized phenomenon and one that has also applied to the Casa de Jose. It has been a
time to learn the art of adaptability and patience with whatever is unfolding for 2008. We still
await insight on the location and form of the Casa de Jose, and the resources, land, people,
and goodwill to allow it to unfold. Any assistance would be greatly appreciated.

SOUP KITCHEN
Many thanks to those who have contributed to the soup kitchen fund. For those who still want
to do so, please lodge deposits in the account below to be taken to Brazil in mid November.

Bank Account details:
National Bank
Courtenay Place
WELLINGTON
Account name : THE SOUP KITCHEN
Account number : 060513 0288935 00

CRYSTAL BEDS
We are trying to compile a complete list of crystal beds that are being used specifically in
accordance with Casa protocols, and are open for public usage in NZ and Australia. If you
have such a bed please let us know your contact details.
For all of you who are in proximity to a crystal bed, it is recommended that you continue
having them regularly.
Contacts known at this time are:
Wellington – Natural Health Centre – (04) 3854342
Auckland - Donna Hall – (09) 5203107 / 021439464
Hawkes Bay – Tim Logan – (06) 8749880

TOURS TO BRAZIL
If you were one of the people told by the Entity that he was waiting for you in Brazil, please
try to get there. He was indicating that there is some work needed that can only be done
there. This could relate to your own spiritual opening or to something manifesting on a
physical level. If you can’t make it, then send photos and take herbs .See above….
People are still being recommended to travel to Brazil with a Casa guide. Our last
tour for 2007 is departing on November 17th.
Dates for 2008 are approximately as follows subject to slight modification. Please avoid
booking at the last minute as prices can increase because air tickets are usually more
expensive nearer the date of departure:
March 16 – April 1 or 8
June 21 – July 8 or 16
Sept 6 – Sept 22 or 29
Nov 16 – Dec 2 or 9
All trips have the option of either 2 or 3 weeks at the Casa.
For further details, contact Jaqueline at st.ignacio.tours@xtra.co.nz or Peter at
p.waugh@xtra.co.nz.
For details of what to expect in Abadiania, please visit the website: www.johnofgod.co.nz. See
also the comments below from a recent tour participant.
SENDING PHOTOS
The next deadline for sending your photos to go before the Entity in Brazil is November 3 for
the trip leaving November 17. This is important if you have received Xs on previous photos or
were told to go to Brazil by the Entity at the NZ event but cannot make it. Please note that if
you send photos you are likely to be prescribed herbs, and it is important, that if you receive
these, you take them and stick to the outlined dietary protocols for the duration. See
www.johnofgod.co.nz/misc/photos.html for details on how to send photos, or I can do it for
you if you are based in the Wellington area.

CASA SHOP

BLESSED WATER
We still have a stock of blessed water although it is now dwindling fast. You are encouraged
to keep drinking it to maintain the connection. Inquiries by email only to
info@johnofgod.co.nz.
BOOKS, DVDS & CDS
We have a selection of books and DVDs about the Casa and Medium Joao’s work. These are
very valuable reading/viewing for anyone wanting more insight into what occurs in Brazil. We
also have some music CDs available. Please check our website for availability and prices:
www.johnofgod.co.nz/shop/shop.php.
BLESSED CRYSTALS
We still have a variety of the blessed rosaries and blessed crystals as the crystal points and
also as pendants etc. These make wonderful gifts at this time of year. If you are travelling to
parts off the beaten track please help by buying points and distributing them or burying them
as far and wide as possible.
We are now offering a 30% discount on all crystals and also the large wooden rosaries. Either
order through the website, www.johnofgod.co.nz/shop/shop.php, or email
jilly@johnofgod.co.nz. Please ensure that you include your name and address so that we can
give you a quote including postage.

MEDITATION GROUPS
Interest in starting meditation groups is growing:
AUCKLAND - contact Donna Hall, 5203107/021439464, kalirose@ihug.co.nz.
HAWKES BAY – contact Stephen Frost, (06) 8449467.
Also, Geraldine Gray is interested in meeting up with people living in Perth who have visited
Abadiania. She is especially interested in finding someone with a crystal light bed in
Perth. Contact her at gerrygray@yahoo.com.

AND FINALLY …
As this is likely to be the last newsletter for 2007, best wishes to you all for whatever
opportunities for growth 2008 may bring forth for you. May the Entities be with you.

AROHANUI
Peter
TOUR PARTICIPANTS COMMENTS
This is an abbreviated note from one of the last tour participants.It gives a taste of
what the tours are about.
Hi Peter,
Yes my “re-entry” has been fine. The tools you provided me with in Brazil have been
particularly helpful, I will be for ever grateful.
My first five days or so I felt really good, lots of energy, quite peaceful & I felt clear
on what had happened to me at the Casa, good things.
But how easy it is to fall into old patterns, I am not sleeping, have tummy upsets,
have been quite stressed about work & my intolerance for a few individuals has
lessened, something I definitely have to work on. I am trying to figure out how I

can get so offended by a few people being just who they need to be. SO, no angel
stars for me just yet!
It has been great to share my learning's & feelings with (my partner). I believe my
trip to the Casa will lead to both of us opening our hearts more to love, love of each
other & of others.
Peter I could never thank you enough for your loving support in Brazil, I am still
overwhelmed now when I think of it. Thank you.
Well, here is what I believe I learned, experienced:
1. My old thought patterns based on fear & unworthiness have been broken
down, thus creating an opportunity to create new ones
2. I now have a clear understanding of where these thought & fears originated
from
3. I now have the tools to help me disassociate today's’ thoughts & physical
feelings to those of my childhood
4. I have had extensive physical work carried out to break these patterns
5. I recognise I can over react to situations & beliefs outside of what I know,
perhaps I can open up to new ideas a little more without feeling they have to
become my own
6. There is a whole realm of spirit working on another level to that of human
beings
7. The spirits at the Casa are all working from a place of love, compassion &
forgiveness
8. I am now better equipped to open my heart to the love of my partner, my
child, my family & friends & the love of the Universe
9. Forgiveness is key to peacefulness, vitality and good health
Some questions I now have & will endeavour to find answers to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Who, what is God to me?
What is higher self?
How do our chakras effect our physical, emotional & spiritual health
How can & what type of meditation shall I practise?
What is spirituality to me?
How can I practise living life more in the present moment?
In what ways can I be amore compassionate, caring , loving person?

The Unsolicited Electronic Messages Act 2007 came into force on the 5th of September. Everybody on
our mailing list has asked to receive our newsletters either verbally or by registering through our
website. If, however, you have been added in error or no longer wish to subscribe, you may unsubscribe
by sending an email to news@johnofgod.co.nz with the word UNSUBSCRIBE in the subject line.
Please DO NOT respond if you wish to remain on the mailing list – only those who unsubscribe will be
removed.
March 2007 Event:
Website: www.johnofgodnz.com
Feedback: feedback@johnofgodnz.com
Tours to Brazil:
Website: www.johnofgod.co.nz
Enquiries: st.ignacio.tours@xtra.co.nz
Purchase of blessed crystals, books etc.:
Website: www.johnofgod.co.nz/shop/shop.php
Enquiries: info@johnofgod.co.nz

If you no longer wish to receive this newsletter you can unsubscribe at any time by sending an email to
news@johnofgod.co.nz with the word UNSUBSCRIBE in the subject line.

